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Topics
n Who is R42

n Who is Ronjon Nag

n What is Artificial Intelligence ?

n AI and aging

n Can AI make you live longer with better, smart diets?

n Protein folding impacts on aging

n Can AI help you exercise better?

n Can AI detect cancerous cells and destroy them?

n Can you upload your brain in a machine and live forever?

n Can AI assist us as we get older? 
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+ Who is R42 ?
■R42 Group
■ Invent, Invest, Inform
■ Palo Alto, California and London, UK

■R42 Ventures: Investments in over 50 Deep Science & 
Technology Companies
■Biotech

■Artificial Intelligence

■Tough Tech

■R42 Institute: Education in AI and Deep Science at various 
venues & online
■Universities

■AI & Design Thinking workshops for Corporations

■AI Fellows Program for University Students (FREE)

■Learn AI and undergo an AI project (FREE)
ronjon@r42group.com



+
R42 Remote Opportunities
n R42 Fellows

n AI course

n Work on cutting edge AI projects

n Free

n R42 Mentors
n Opportunities to mentor bright students

n R42 Co-founder projects to create companies
n Propose an idea

n R42 will co-found it with you

n R42 will attach Fellow and Mentor resources to the best ideas

n Go to r42group.com for details
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+ Stanford Continuing Studies 
Course
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+Who is Ronjon Nag
n AI & Data Scientist, Multiple Entrepreneur, CEng, FIET, SMIEEE

n Founded, Advised  and sold companies to Motorola, BlackBerry and Apple

n Teach Longevity Science, Healthcare Venture Capital, Stanford Genetics 
Department

n Interdisciplinary Fellow, Stanford Distinguished Careers Institute

n Involved in numerous AI-healthcare companies through R42 

n CRISPR-HR : a new non-toxic gene editing technology

n Healx: AI for drug discovery

n GTCardio: Early COVID-19 Detection through Telehealth Devices

n Oxford Drug Design: Machine Learning to develop new antibiotics

n BioampDX: Antibiotic resistance Detection

n Sqzbiotech: Drug Delivery Platform

n Cura Therapeutics: Cancer therapeutic

n Melio Technologies: multi-pathogen detection

n PantherTX: Pancreatic Cancer treatment
ronjon@r42group.com



+ Speech recognition in a product : 
1984

Apricot Computers: first computer with speech recognition: 1984
4096 words, maximum 64 words at any one time

ronjon@stanford.edu



+
Lexicus: 1st cursive handwriting 
recogntion system: 1991
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+
Mobile device

1993: EO Personal 
Communicator
Mobile Data

Pen based operating system 
by GO

Contacts, wireless fax, 
notetaker

Cursive handwriting 
recognition by Lexicus

ronjon@stanford.edu



+
Vocal IQ acquired by Apple
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+
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+
What is intelligence

n Self Awareness

n Emotional Knowledge 

n Planning

n Creativity

n Language Understanding

ronjon@stanford.edu



+
What is artificial intelligence

ronjon@r42group.com



+
AI in Daily Life

ronjon@stanford.edu

Siri/Alexa/Google Now

iRobot cleaners

Robot Grass Cutters

Fingerprint recognizers

Collision avoidance systems

Loan Scoring

Stock market predictor
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Neural Networks and Deep 
Learning
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+
Neural networks: First the real 
neuron structure
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+Brains in Nature

Source: Rashid, T.,  Make your 
own neural networkronjon@r42group.com
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Computational Neuron model

ronjon@r42group.com



+Where Does The Learning Happen?

sigmoid function slope?link weight?
ronjon@r42group.com
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Convolutional Neural Networks

ronjon@r42group.com

Source:https://adeshpande3.github.io/adeshpande3.github.io/A-Beginner%27s-Guide-To-Understanding-Convolutional-Neural-Networks/



Example of convolution calculations 



+
Example
results

Source: Krizhevsky, Sustveker, Hintonronjon@r42group.com



++ Olay Neural Network Skin
Advisor  Age Predictor

ronjon@r42group.com

Deep learning neural network system

Trained on 50,000 selfies of P&G employees  

Take a picture of your face with a phone  

App then scans face and provides skin age  

Then provides list of Olay products to help  

https://www.olay.com/skinadvisor

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs)
■ One network producesanswers (generative)

■ Another network distinguishes between the real and the  
generated answers (adversarial)

■ Train these networks competitively, so that after some time,  
neither network can make further progress against the other

ronjon@r42group.com



++ GAN architecture
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AI can make paintings  

Source: Robbie Barrat



+
+ Age prediction using GANs
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+
Superbio.ai: Using cloud 
computing to build AI systems for 
biology using drag and drop UX

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Superbio project: make AI easier 
to use

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Neural networks model 
correlations not causations

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Bradford Hill Criteria for Causation
n Strength ( effect size): A small association does not mean 

that there is not a causal effect, though the larger the 
association, the more likely it is causal.

n Consistency ( reproducibility): Consistent findings 
observed by different persons in different places with 
different samples strengthens the likelihood of an effect.

n Specificity: Causation is likely if there is a very specific 
population at a specific site and disease with no other likely 
explanation. The more specific an association between a 
factor and an effect is, the bigger the probability of a causal 
relationship.

n Temporality: The effect has to occur after the cause (and if 
there is an expected delay between the cause and expected 
effect, then the effect must occur after that delay).

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Bradford Hill criteria (cont.)

n Biological gradient: Greater exposure should generally lead to greater 
incidence of the effect. However, in some cases, the mere presence of the 
factor can trigger the effect. In other cases, an inverse proportion is 
observed: greater exposure leads to lower incidence.

n Plausibility: A plausible mechanism between cause and effect is helpful -
though can be limited by the current state of knowledge

n Coherence: Coherence between epidemiological and laboratory findings 
increases the likelihood of an effect. However, Hill noted that "... lack of such 
[laboratory] evidence cannot nullify the epidemiological effect on 
associations".

n Experiment: "Occasionally it is possible to appeal to experimental 
evidence".

n Analogy: The effect of similar factors may be considered.

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Simpson’s paradox shows the same 
data can have different conclusions

ronjon@r42group.com

Trend appears in several different groups of data but 
disappears or reverses when these groups are combined



+
Causal Inference

ronjon@r42group.com



AI and Aging



+
What is age and aging in place
n Chronological Age – can’t modify

n Number of years since birth

n Biological Age – is it possible to modify ?
n Dunedin Study: 1000 tracked from birth since 1970 in New Zealand: 18 

Biological measures: eg. blood sugar, cholesterol, balance, heart 
measures, gum recession

n Human performance: VO2 max, max heart rate, running speed
n Cell age: telomere length, DNA mutations

n Aging in place: maintaining same biological age by adopting  
lifestyle  measures

n Biology and Lifestyle affect aging but in what proportion ? 50-50; 
30-70; 80-20 ? Can you do anything about it ?

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Long lived animals
n Clams last 500 years

n Humans have 30,000 times more cells than a mouse
n Therefore each cell needs to be 30k better than a mouse in 

cancer protection

n Now a whale has a 1000 times more cells than us
n So they need even better cancer protection

n For elephants we have some hints
n In elephant has a gene that is protective vs humans

n Naked mole rats are of interest in aging
n Live for 30 years, and also resistant to cancer 

n compared with mice who live 3 years and usually die of cancer

ronjon@r42group.com



+ In general larger animals live longer, but not 
always

ronjon@r42group.com

How does nature extend lifespan ?

Immortal Hydra



+
Primate lifespans

ronjon@r42group.com



+
The strange case of the naked 
mole rat

n These rodents also called ‘sand puppies’

n They can live for > 35 years

n They are very resistant to environmental stresses

n Live underground like bees with a single queen

n Naked mole rats do not undergo senescence

n Clues for longevity
n Rat splicing factors do not decline with time

n Create Hyaluranic acid with higher molecular 
weight than versions humans create

n Seems to protect against cancer

ronjon@r42group.com



+
More animals: bats

n Bats: exceptionally long lived, if corrected for body size
n Bat will live for 30 or 40 years, even in the wild

n Bats can hibernate for 6 or 8 months, then wake up and fly away

n Muscles don’t degenerate after this time unlike humans 

n High frequency hearing, use echo to locate prey, critical to 
survival

n Humans, high frequency starts to deteriorate around age 15

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Since the bronze age we’ve been 
living longer and longer

n Early iron and bronze age – 18

n 2000 years ago 22

n 1838-1854:  41

n Before 1789 36

n 1902: 47

n 1946: 67

n 2018: 79

ronjon@r42group.com



+Life expectancy – rich people 
(usually) live longer

ronjon@r42group.com

Source: https://www.gapminder.org/tools/#$state$time$value=2018;;&chart-type=bubbles



+In the future population will be 
more evenly distributed by age

ronjon@r42group.com

Population distribution in Japan



+
Longevity has increased due to technology and added 30 
years in 20th century

n Agricultural systems to provide steady food supply
n We make more food with 98% less effort

n And it costs less: 10% of income versus 90% in 1780

n Pasteurised milk

n Electricity: led to refrigeration

n Developed world famine has decreased profoundly

n 1900: average number of childen born to american women: 4, now 
2.1; 25% of babies born died before age 5

n As a result distribution age now redistributed

n Now education prevalent: all children can read and write
n Education a better predictor of life expectancy

n Garbage collection, sewage systems; prior to this, disease rampant
ronjon@r42group.com



+ Many babies who will live 120 
years have already been born
n Demographic Shifts

n What we are learning about aging

n This baby will live to 120 – Time magazine

ronjon@r42group.com



+ So how do we solve problems that 
cause us to age

• Increasing age is associated with most of the  
common, chronic diseases in humans:

– Dementia
– Cardiovasculardisease
– Osteoarthritis
– Diabetes
– Cancer
– Covid-19

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Agingdiseases are expensive

http://healthextension.co/wp-
content/uploads/2013/06/aging-graph.png

Nuffield Trust 2016

• As of April 2018, 41% of adult hospital admissions werepeople over 65.
• 10% of people over 65 are classified asfrail.
• >10M people living with arthritis.
• 1 in 6 people over 80 have dementia ‘LaterLifein theUnited Kingdom’–AgeUK,April2018

Estimates from the USA suggest that if we could cure all the diseases ofageing tomorrow,  
we could save ~4 trillion dollars by 2060!*AFAR foundation

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Basic mechanisms fail that result in 
aging of cells, organs and people

ronjon@r42group.com

Hallmarks of Aging Intervention Mechanisms



+ Can we find a root cause of aging ?

ronjon@r42group.com

Dementia  

CVD

Diabetes  

Osteoarthritis

A process  
Another process

A different process  
Yet anotherprocess

Dementia

CVD

Diabetes

Osteoarthritis
Common underlyingprocesses



+If we can remove senescent cells 
we can make mice younger

ronjon@r42group.com

Remove oldcells



Old mouse with senescent cells removed

Old mouse

Distancetravelled at time of exhaustion

Runningtime to exhaustion

0% 100%

0% 100%

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Parabiosis has recently taken more 
interest…

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Maybe there is something in young 
blood that is rejuvenating

ronjon@r42group.com

Source: Science 12 Sep 2014:
Vol. 345, Issue 6202, pp. 1234-1237
DOI: 10.1126/science.345.6202.1234



+
Many applications of AI to Aging

ronjon@r42group.com

Source: Zhavoronkov and Polina Momoshina
https://www.cell.com/trends/pharmacological-sciences/fulltext/S0165-6147(19)30114-2



+ Aging biomarkers
n Biomarkers  predict functional capacity at some later age 

better than will chronological age.
n Gives “biological age”

n Different to chronological age

n Problem: Difficult to do longitudinal studies because humans 
live a long time
n Difficult to verify with maximal age

n Need to do assays of biomarkers during life and measure relation 
of functional capacity to those biomarkers 

n Framingham Study

n Biomarkers should ideally assay the biological process of 
aging and not a predisposition to disease, should cause a 
minimal amount of trauma 

n Be reproducibly measurable during a short interval 
compared to the human lifespan

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Biomarkers

ronjon@r42group.com
Source: Crimmins et al: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5938178/



+
Aging.AI

ronjon@r42group.com

Deep Learning Neural network trained on blood profiles 
81% accuracy

5 most important markers: albumin, glucose, alkaline phosphatase, urea 
and erythrocytes



+
Enter blood information

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Medical databases – MD.AI
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+
Longevity supercentennarian
database
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+
Betula database

ronjon@r42group.com



+
GenAge

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Age prediction

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Cell and tissue aging

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Personalized treatments

ronjon@r42group.com



+
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+
Can AI help you exercise better?

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Can AI help you exercise better?
n AI can make you faster

n Sensoria has a wearable that connects to your shoes and Instead 
of only having data on distance and pace tells how well you did on 
your run advises on form.

n AI is helping your yoga flow
n Nadi X guides on better alignment during your yoga practice? 

Sensors on clothing seems to be a trend that we might be seeing 
more of in the coming years.

n AI can help you get stronger
n Fitbod and Fitnessai.com learns from the data you input into it 

during and after your workouts to help guide you on suggestions 
for rep count and weights the next time you hit the gym.

n AI can monitor you through your sweat
n Iamsweati.com is developing patches to monitor glucose, hydration, 

and lactate through sweat
ronjon@r42group.com



++ Tools and Apps

ronjon@r42group.com

■ Diet tracker: MyFitnessPal, healthwatch360

■ Internet weighing scale: Withings,Fitbit

■ Aggregator apps: Apple iHealth, Google Health

■ Blood Pressure cuffs: Withings

■ Fat measurement devices: OMRON, Skulpt, Withings, DXA

■ PWM measurement: Withings

■ Step trackers: Fitbit, Garmin

■ Heart rate monitors:
■ Exercise: Apple, Garmin, with heart rate strap, or now more  

commonly on watch

ronjon@r42group.com



++ Internet weighing
scale

■ Measures weight, fat%, bone  
density, BMI

■ Measures Pulse Wave  
Velocity (stiffness ofartery)

■ Connects to phone andstores  
measurements in the cloud

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



++ MyFitnessPal

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



++

Fitbit/Withings

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



++ DEXA Body Scan
■ Low radiation scan of bone and fat density

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



++ Telomeres

Telomeres are thecaps  
at the end of each strand  
of DNA that protect our  
chromosomes, like the  
plastic tips at the end of  
shoelaces. Without the  
coating, shoelaces  
become frayed until  
they can no longer do  
their job, just as without  
telomeres, DNAstrands  
become damaged and  
our cells can't do their  
job

$89 test: Teloyears.com

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



++ Measure brain size over time

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



++ Thymus creates the immune system but is 
tiny in old age – try to regrow

Builds immune system frombirth

Starts to get smaller in late teens  

Very small in late decades

ronjon@r42group.comronjon@r42group.com



+
Can AI make you live longer with 
smart diets ?

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Examine Glucose Dysregulation Using 
Continuous Glucose Monitoring

DexCom CGM

Hall, Perelman, Brecchi et al., 2018 PloS Biology
ronjon@r42group.com



Interindividual variation of CGM profiles: 
can we classify people into "glucotypes"? 

24 hours

2-4 weeks

Dexcom G4



Classification of CGM profiles based on variability, 
unsupervised learning

Segment CGM profiles into 
overlapping 2.5 hour windows

Clustering windows based on 
shape (variability)

Spectral clustering on 
time warping distance



+
Continuous Glucose Monitoring profiles 
classified by degree of variability

ronjon@r42group.com



+Different people have different frequency of 
variability windows

Frequency of 
variability 
windows 
define 
"glucotypes"

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Glucose variability from CGM correlated 
with several clinical parameters

ronjon@r42group.com



+The same meal triggers different glycemic
responses in different people

ronjon@r42group.com

Bread + 
Peanut 
Butter

Protein 
Bar

Cornflake
s 
+ Milk



+Glucotype classification may help 
find diabetes risk

Clustering based n clinical and glucose data

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Ageotype
n Stanford study sorted 106 (age 29-75)people into aging 

categories, or "ageotypes,” based on biological samples 
collected over the course of two years. 

n The samples included blood, inflammatory substances, 
microbes, genetic material, proteins and by-products of 
metabolic processes. 

n By tracking how the samples changed over time, identified 
about 600 so-called markers of aging — values that predict 
the functional capacity of a tissue and essentially estimate its 
"biological age."

n Identified four distinct ageotypes:
n Immune

n Kidney

n Liver

n metabolic

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Many people are compromised 
through multiple ageotypes

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Finding the analytes that map

ronjon@r42group.com



+

ronjon@r42group.com

Different people have different ageotypes

Immunity
Liver
Metabolism and Inflammation
Kidney dysfunction

Source: Ahadi & Zhou et al, Personal aging markers and Ageotypes revealed by deep longitudinal profiling, Nature Medicine, Vol 26, Jan 2020 [83



+
Over 3 years, track biomarkers 
against phenotypic age measure

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Recommendation: collect a 
baseline and track over time

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Protein folding impacts on aging

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Why is protein folding important  

§ The ability to predict a protein’s shape is fundamental to 
understanding its role within the body

§ Diagnosing and treating diseases believed to be caused by 
misfolded proteins

§ More knowledge about the shapes of proteins and how they 
operate through simulations and models

§ Opens up new drug discovery methodologies while also 
reducing the costs associated with experimentation.

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Neural network solution: AlphaFold  

§ Genomic databases available
§ Predict

§ the distances between pairs of amino 
acids

§ the angles between chemical bonds that 
connect those amino acids.

§ These probabilities were then combined 
into a score that estimates how accurate 
a proposed protein structure is. 

§ Trained a separate neural network that 
uses all distances in aggregate to 
estimate how close the proposed 
structure is to the right answer.

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Generating protein fragments 

§ Search the protein 
landscape to find structures 
that matched predictions. 

§ First method built on 
techniques commonly used 
in structural biology, and 
repeatedly replaced pieces 
of a protein structure with 
new protein fragments. 

§ Then train a generative 
neural network to invent 
new fragments, which were 
used to continually improve 
the score of the proposed 
protein structure.

https://deepmind.com/blog/alphafold/

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Protein Folding Competition  
§ 13th Critical 

Assessment of 
Structure Prediction 
(CASP), a biannual 
competition aimed at 
predicting the 3D 
structure of proteins.

§ Alphafold was most 
accurate in 25 of the 
43 tests

§ Next best entrant was 
most accurate 3 of the 
43 tests

ronjon@r42group.com



+

Kikis EA, Gidalevitz T, Morimoto RI 2010. Protein homeostasis in models of aging and age-related  
conformational disease. Adv Exp Med Biol 694: 138–159. PMCID: PMC3402352 NIHMSID: NIHMS311662  
PMID: 20886762
SENS Research Foundation 2019. The Root Causes of Aging.  
https://www.fightaging.org/archives/2019/06/exosomes-in-harmful-senescent-cell-signaling/

Concept: with age, our bodies synthesize proteins too rapidly (or, amino  
acid supply is deficient).

□ Insufficient time to find the proper amino acids during translation
□ Insufficient time during synthesis for them to fold into the proper shape
□ Misfolded proteins are degraded by proteasomes. But as we age, they accumulate more  

quickly, clump together, and form globs too large for the proteasomes to degrade.
□ This leads to

□ mitochondria unable to produce energy
□ senescent cells that persist and produce harmful signals
□ plaque consisting of dysfunctional proteins.

□ plaque consisting of macrophages bloated from consuming oxidized low-density  
lipoproteins (ox-LDL) contributes to heart disease.

□ in the brain, both forms of plaque contribute to memory loss, Alzheimer’s,  
Parkinson’s, and other dementias [NIH 2019].

Supplements being explored based on the  
protein misfolding theory of aging

ronjon@r42group.com
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Quercetin and EGCG (green tea)
-EGCG inhibits MAPK and NF-kB activation, attenuates IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, COX-2 and PGE2 production. Also  
induces BDNF, NGF secretion, and inhibits cas3 and ROS level.
- Quercetin inhibits COX-2, 5-LOX enzymes and GSK-3b in PI3K pathway, and inhibits NF-kB activation, and  

captures free radicals

□ Some recommend eating blueberries followed by a cup of green tea. Together they  
may reduce protein misfolding, one of the main causes of aging and mental  
deterioration. Quercetin delays the degradation of EGCG giving 6-fold higher levels.

P Wang, D Heber, SM Henning. 2012. Quercetin increased the antiproliferative activity of green tea  
polyphenol (-)-epigallocate- chin gallate in prostate cancer cells. Nutr Cancer 64:580-7.  
doi:10.1080/01635581.2012.

Amino acids tyrosine and cysteine
Deficiency contributes to protein misfolding during transcription.
□ Many diets are deficient in these 2 amino acids. (Note low levels in vegan diet, with  

higher levels of stroke – though a lower heart attack rate!)
□ In regions of the world with greatest longevity, people have higher levels of these 2  

amino acids in their diets
Fra et al. Cysteines as Redox Molecular Switches and Targets of Disease. Front. Mol. Neurosci.

10:167. doi: 10.3389/fnmol.2017.00167

Moosmann et al. Mitochondrially encoded cysteine predicts animal lifespan. Aging Cell  
2008, 7, 32–46 Doi: 10.1111/j.1474-9726.2007.00349.x

Based on the protein misfolding theory of
ageing

ronjon@r42group.com
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Caloric restriction (CR) substantially lengthens the lives of animals, and reduces the  
rate of age-associated diseases.

CR maintains all essential nutrients in the diet but reduces caloric intake  
substantially.

12-16 hours of fasting per day (TRE) on a regular basis has been shown to improve  
health in humans.

A biochemical mechanism for this has been identified, involving inhibition of  
translation, so that proteins are properly synthesized from mRNA.

This suggests that a process which can reduce protein misfolding may slow decline  
from ageing.

Hahm J et al 2019. Diet restriction‐induced healthy aging is mediated through the immune signaling  
component ZIP‐2 in Caenorhabditis elegans. Intl Fed Assoc Anatomists. 19th Congress.  
https://doi.org/10.1111/acel.12982

Also based on the protein misfolding  
theory of ageing

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Can AI detect cancerous cells and 
destroy them?

ronjon@r42group.com



+AI is revolutionising imaging
in  medicine

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Detection, characterization and 
monitoring

ronjon@r42group.com

Source: Bi et al…Artificial intelligence in cancer imaging: Clinical challenges and applications, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6403009/



+
What kind of cancer is it ?

ronjon@r42group.com

Source: Bi et al…Artificial intelligence in cancer imaging: Clinical challenges and applications, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6403009/



+
Monitoring with time…

ronjon@r42group.com

Source: Bi et al…Artificial intelligence in cancer imaging: Clinical challenges and applications, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6403009/



+
Use AI to augment the sequential 
cancer monitoring workflow

ronjon@r42group.com
Source: Bi et al…Artificial intelligence in cancer imaging: Clinical 
challenges and applications, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6403009/



+
Can you upload your brain in a 
machine and live forever?

ronjon@r42group.com



+Can we upload a brain into a machine

n The idea of consciousness being transferred into computers 
is typically portrayed in one of two ways:
n In sci-fi movies, conscious identity is "extracted" (somehow) from 

the brain and "injected" into a computer that has a capacity for 
conscious emulation.

n In philosophical thought experiments and in the singularity 
community it is imagined that eventually brain scanning will be 
so detailed that the entire brain down to every neuron, synapse, 
and receptor can be scanned and simulated brute-force in a giant 
computer.

n Even if we could do it, transferring a human consciousness into 
that "body" will produce something not-human and maybe more 
like a recording or parody of a conscious being than a "person." 

n Consciousness may be so complex that it can't run on a 
computational system that isn't a unique replica of the mind in 
which it emerged. 

ronjon@r42group.com



+
Can you replace a brain ?
n Accepted that a person with a transplanted heart is still the 

same person.

n Since 1997 (when Deep Brain Stimulation received FDA 
approval for treatment of essential tremor) accepted that a 
person, part of whose "natural" brain was replaced by a 
machine, is still the same person. In 2002, such treatment also 
received FDA approval as treatment for Parkinson's.

n Now, it a HUGE leap to claim that the replacement of a tiny 
brain section with a machine is in any way a "proof" that 
consciousness can be transferred. 

n However, it is also possible that, over the next 50-100 years, 
we will invent new machines, as part of neurosurgery that are 
able to replace more and more parts of the brain.

ronjon@r42group.com



+ Thought experiment
n A person is diagnosed with Parkinson's receives a DBS 

implant and replaces a part of his brain that has failed, with a 
machine. This makes him, say, 99.9% "original brain", but 
0.1% computer-based.

n Later he is diagnosed with something else, perhaps a 
degeneration of part of the optical cortex. By 2025, this can 
be replaced by another machine. He is now 99% original 
brain, and 1% machine... 

n Over the following century, increasing developments in 
partial-brain devices occur, no one replacing more than 1% 
of the brain at a time. In each case, he receives an operation 
that makes him less and less "original brain" and more and 
more "silicon."

n Finally, he ends up over 50% silicon. Yet we still accept that 
he is the same person, and a "continuous consciousness.”

n ... 90%, 99%, 99.9%, 100% silicon. What then?
ronjon@r42group.com



+
Guidelines to Solutions

n What are the necessary and sufficient for a person at one 
time to being the same person, at a later time ? 

n Biological Continuity. Your biological organ brain is 
transplanted to a new body. The brain defines you. So, you 
are still the same you.
n Same DNA subject to mutations
n Every cell replaced over time

n - Psychological Continuity. (John Locke) But, if we view 
the brain as just a biological organ, did the transplanted 
brain preserve all your "software" (memories, experiences, 
beliefs), i.e. your "mind"? Would we achieve the same "you" 
then, without brain transplant, if we could replicate your 
"software", onto another person's brain, or an artificial brain?
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+
Molecular replacement
n "After about fifty population doublings (Avogadro's number), 

most molecules present in the founding cell(s) have been 
eliminated, repaired or re-synthesized. The element of 
"sameness" is then gone. Cells present later in a lineage 
consist of molecules/atoms (including DNA which also turns 
over) that were not present in the founding cell(s). 
Immortality of identical molecules in biology is non-existent.
n ...Leonard Hayflick (Hayflick‘s number – stated that cells will

dvide 40-60 times before they die)

n (Avogadro's number = the number of molecules contained in 
one mole of any substance or 6.02x10^23. One mole of 
carbon = 12.01 grams and one mole of glucose, (180.16 
grams) both contain 6.02x10^23 molecules. 10^23 is roughly
equivalent to 2^50)

n

n
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+
Use avatar and voice creation to 
create a model of yourself

ronjon@r42group.com

Mimio.ai case study



+
Can AI assist us as we get older?
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+
AI for Aging in Place

n At home health monitoring
n Carepredict

n Biotricity

n Smart Device Assisted Living
n Wearables; inconsistencies in biometric data

n Wander detection

n Fall detection
n Livio integrated fall detection in hearing aids

n Fall detection integated hip airbags

n Virtual Companions
n Paro
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+ Gait Analysis

ronjon@r42group.com

n Use parameters affirmed by medical and biomechanical studies

n arm swing

n head pitch

n stride width

n body size

Source: mansouri et al, , IET Biomerrics
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Yousra_Ben_Jemaa/publication/317382035_
Gait-based_Human_Age_Classification_Using_a_Silhouette_Model/links/599c019f45851574f4ac80b3/Gait-based-Human-Age-Classification-Using-a-Silhouette-Model.pdf



+
Body Area Network Concept
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+
Connect to smart health ecosystem
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+
Enhanced home gateway to 
monitor health
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+Monitor people with wearables and 
sensors (Carepredict case study)
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+ AI can be used for fall detection

n Smart device assisted fall detection

n Emergency situations such as a simple slip and fall can trigger a series of medical 
conditions in geriatric patients.

n Xsens, Kardian and Qventus have built AI-powered fall detectors. 

n Starkey has integrated AI-powered fall detectors within it's hearing aid Livio AI.

n Audio-based technology is more convenient and is cheaper than video technology. 

n However audio-based technology is hard to set up compared to video and wearable-
based technologies. 

n Video- based technology is accurate and easy to set up. At the moment, video-based 
technology is the most expensive and it is also prone to occlusion. 

n However as homes become smarter and prices for cameras continue to drop, it is 
expected that this technology will be the best of the three due to its versatility.
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+
Predicting falls…
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+ Hip air bags
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+
Detecting heart failure from leg 
œdema
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Heartfelt Technologies Example: Walk past sensor to detect foot swelling
Foot swelling is early indicator of heart failure



+
Remote monitoring for Eldercare
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Zemplee Case study… Place sensors around house, on bed –
use non-wearable technologies



+Virtual companions appearing 
for the elderly
n The lack of skilled caregivers who can help elderly patients who live alone 

and require daily assistance, has given rise to need for robotic helpers. 
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ElliQ – robot helper for elderly Paro – fluffy companion

Dinsow from Thailand helps 
Alzheimers patients

Mabu by Catalia health, 
helps patients take 

prescriptions on time



+ Robobear – caring for Japan’s 
elderly
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+
Virtual assistants – AI – human 
hybrids
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Wing.AI hybrid human – computer concierge



+
Brain machine mapping
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+ Shenoy Lab: Neural Prostheses
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+ Typing shakespeare with brain 
interface
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https://www.eurek
alert.org/pub_rele
ases/2016-09/su-
btd090816.php



+
Recommendations

n Building codes: allow for smart sensors

n Classify aging as a disease so root causes can financed and 
researched

n Enable more longitudinal  studies so correlation and 
causation can be teased out

n Enable preventative fall technologies to be reimbursed by 
health systems

n Enable more preventative health care systems to be 
reimbursed
n Measure baseline for each person

n Allow smart sensors to reimbursed
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